I4O	MYSELF AND MY FRIENDS
the simple stratagem of actually reading and digesting
Karl Marx "They talked about him, but I read him "
Yet I must confess that often though I listened to the
Fabians, I found it difficult fully to understand them
It was not hard to realise that they wanted to do many
things which ought to be done, to put hospitals on a State
footing, to endow motherhood, to banish poverty, and
generally to organise the State instead of leaving it to
drift along in the huggermugger way it did then and,
in the main, still does
One rainy day, standing at a window with Sidney
Webb, I asked him how the Socialists were going to
bring all these great changes about He pointed to the
rain, gentle, steady, incessant, and said in a voice no less
gentle "I want the Socialists to work like that without
noise, without fuss " And then (using another simile)
"Under the earth are the burrows of the moles, we must
work as they work, unobtrusively, slowly and gradually
undermining the existing system until, one day, it sub-
sides " Yet I could never feel sure, in spite of my awe of
his vast knowledge and yet vaster industry, that his
ideas included all that must be reckoned with in reform-
ing the State My doubt was fed upon a remark that
Sidney Webb made in answer to a question which I put
to him what would the Socialist State do with the lazy
and incompetent? Without hesitation and without a
smile, he replied "Make them agricultural labourers1"
Somehow I found myself unable to picture the lazy and
incompetent, even though directed by Sidney, plying
successfully one of the most skilled crafts in the world
driving a straight furrow, setting a quick hedge, swing-
ing the scythe from morning till night with all the
loveliness of motion that peasants use, thatching a rick,
singling a field of turnips
Yet no one who was admitted to their circle, which
included everybody of the political world of London,
could help admiring and loving the Webbs Industry
was their pastime Sidney, short of stature, with his fine
head and beautiful dark eyes, as of a visionary always

